As a white thirty-something, the father of three children and an employee, he seeks balance between nature and culture, a bewildering atmosphere that seems to be coming from a dream world. He paints impressive, colourful murals with a contemporary feeling for graphics in his own unique style.

Makoto Calli

Makoto Calli is a Brussels artist with Moroccan roots. His trademark is the breathing-taking calligraphy, a form of calligraphic writing that tends to be graffiti.

Mariana PTKS (Portugal)

Mariana PTKS lives and works in Porto, Portugal. She translates the viewer into an extraordinary universe of geometry and colour, often in sharp contrast with the industrial grey environment she uses as her canvas.

Matthew Dawn

Matthew Dawn is a figure with a reputation for unique, colourful murals and graffiti, a trend that has spread throughout the world. His creative combination of cartoons and art is an inspiration to others. Dawn's unique style has become a result of his huge size and epic nature.